Software for Creating Your Own Cloud Workspace® Solution

Cloud Workspace® Management Suite (CWMS) is a super-simple SaaS-based RDS, VDI and Windows Virtual Desktop (WVD) deployment, management and orchestration tool. It manages the entire life cycle for your cloud deployments with support for Windows 10 and Windows Server 2008 R2, 2016 & 2019 in Azure, GCP, AWS and private clouds.

**Simplified**

**Solution & Provisioning**

- **Single Pane-of-Glass Visibility & Management** • Gives you a single portal to control every layer of your technology stack...so easy to use, your front-line staff can manage your cloud deployments
- **Provisioning** • Our automation wizard simplifies deploying in the cloud
- **SaaS Application** • It’s a subscription-based SaaS solution ensuring your software is always up to date, always supported
- **Fast Migrations** • Converting from other management solutions is as easy as copy/paste

**Automated**

**Management & Usages**

- **Automation & Orchestration Engine** • An events driven automation and orchestration engine that leverages your current scripts, making management even easier
- **Wake-on-Demand** • Patented “hibernate and wake” technology provides access, even when VMs are powered off
- **Simple Script Triggering Engine** • Automate tasks using PowerShell, Choco or other languages, and use SSTE to easily trigger and deploy them

**Save Money**

**Time & Resources**

- **Resource Scheduling Reduces Infrastructure Spends** • Automatically dials up and down servers, optimizing infrastructure costs up to 50%
- **Simple Pricing, Lower Resource Costs** • Our pricing model is so simple, understanding your invoice is easy
- **Affordable GPU** • Delivers high performance GPU machines at an affordable cost

a Microsoft named “Leading Partner” of Windows Virtual Desktop